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Supreme Series – the Refined & Enhanced Edition  

 

With new games keep coming out to the market and past 

hit games reenter the market with enhancements and updates, 

the gaming market remains the high level of competitiveness 

and gaming companies must continue spurring on elevating 

their creativities and productivities. As one of the major 

gaming and casino suppliers in Macau and worldwide, LT 

Game is not subtle to be limited in existing achievements but 

seeking to step outside the box and to adopt various elements 

for the creation of diverse gaming products. In effect, how to 

elevate the established foundation to a higher level is the 

constant pursuit of the LT team. This pursuit is also reflected 

on the product lines, and the previous released “Supreme 

Series” is a suitable demonstration. 

 

The “Supreme Series” is a series of games in stand-alone version. This series currently includes four slot games: 

Golden Fortune Dragon Supreme, Golden Piggy’s Fortune Supreme, Door to Riches Supreme and Jin Yu Man 

Tang Supreme. These games were released before under “Bowl of Gold” and “Hong Yun Gao Zhao” Jackpot 

Series. Based on their past success and popularity, LT team put more efforts on refining and enhancing these 

games while adding some new ideas into these games to make the more advanced and appealing Supreme version. 

Previous version of Golden Fortune Dragon, Golden Piggy’s Fortune and Door to Riches were connected to 

“Bowl of Gold” Jackpot series. They share some common features, such as 243 ways of play lines, and multiple 

denomination selections. Due to the fact that these games were first set up as a series, the theme display, graphic 

designs and music composition share the same styling. That is to say the visual and auditory effects of these three 

games are relatively more uniformed. However, at the gaming side, various features highlight the uniqueness of 

each game:  

 

Golden Fortune Dragon Supreme emphasizes on bringing 

more fun to the players by shaping the free games with the 

different combinations of free games and extra wild symbols. 

More free games will be collocated with fewer extra wild 

symbols and vice versa. Players can choose to accumulate 

smaller amount of rewards with more games or to win big but 

with fewer chances. Moreover, free game feature could be 

retriggered once and the number of rewarded free games will be 

corresponded with the free game option the player had chosen. 

Apart from the free game feature, players will have the option 

to “Gamble” and win more. When there is any win from any 

base game, players can choose to enter the gamble feature with 

their winnings. First, players can choose to bet all of the winning 
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amount or just half of it. Then, they can choose “black/red” or “any one of the four suits”, and twice or four times 

of the betting amount would be rewarded for the winner.   

 

Comparing with Golden Fortune Dragon Supreme, the 

Gamble feature remains but some adjustments on free game 

feature were made in Golden Piggy’s Fortune Supreme. First of 

all, Wild symbol is now the substitution for all symbols 

including the Scatter symbol, which increases the probability of 

triggering the free game feature. Moreover, up to 38 free games 

would be randomly awarded when the feature is triggered. Last 

but not the least, re-trigger is available, and there is no limitation 

on retriggering. Originally coming from the same series, Golden 

Piggy’s Fortune Supreme does share many similarities with 

Golden Fortune Dragon Supreme, but the different forms on free 

game features make them equally fun and money making. 

 

Door to Riches Supreme absorbs some features from the 

previous two games, such as Gamble feature and Wild symbol 

substitution. However, modified free game feature and added 

Golden Symbols distinguish Door to Riches Supreme from the 

other two games. In the free game, players will choose the 

number of free games they want. Each option is matched with 

certain lower rewarded symbols which would be eliminated 

during free games. To add more fun, there is an option called 

“Mystery.” Once selected, the game will randomly assign free 

game numbers and the eliminated symbols, and the players 

would have the chance to get the most free games and to 

eliminate the most of the lower rewarded symbols at the same 

time. In addition, the chosen option will be rewarded again when 

free game is re-triggered. In addition to free game feature, a set of “Golden symbols are added into the game. 

With higher bets, more golden symbols would be activated, and more multiplied rewards would be given. In one 

hand, Gamble feature and Wild substitute Scatter set the tone in base games, while the added Golden Symbols 

feature increase the rewards up to 20 times. On the other hand, the free game feature inherits option selection and 

randomness from the previous two games but still has its own twist.  

 

Coming from the “Hong Yun Gao Zhao” Jackpot Series, Jin 

Yu Man Tong Supreme is somewhat different from the above 

three Supreme Series games, regardless of the graphic design 

style, auditory effects or gaming features. Off course, there are 

common characteristics among the four Supreme Series games, 

such as 243 pay lines and the Gamble feature, but Jin Yu Man 

Tong Supreme took a different way in structuring the free game 

feature.  

Different from the above three games, the number of free 

games is determined by the number of Scatter symbols appeared 

on the screen. Re-trigger is also available during free games, but 
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the number of extra free games would also be determined by the original number of Scatter symbols. Another 

special feature during free games is the Golden Symbol accumulation and substitution. During free games, 

designated golden symbol would be collected. With enough accumulation, the lower rewarded golden symbols 

will be substitute with the next higher rewarded golden symbol. The accumulation will continue throughout the 

free game period until all the golden symbols are substitute with the highest rewarded golden symbols. The 

Golden symbols not only play an important role in free games but also in base games. When Golden symbols are 

activated, there is certain possibility that a special symbol will appear. When the special symbol shows up, all 

golden symbols would be changed to the highest bet golden symbols and result in higher money rewards.  

 

The four games of Supreme Series share some common features but also have their own distinctive attractions. 

Given the past success of these four games with Jackpot Links, the concern of changing them into the stand-alone 

version is to lose some of the appealing points. However, to see it in another angle, although the Jackpot feature 

is removed from the Supreme Series games, the probability of trigger base game wins and free games would be 

relatively increased. More wins and rewards, this is definitely an attraction to players. Moreover, the games could 

be connected with casino management system for setting up Legacy Bonus or Mystery Jackpot, which would 

give the players unexpected surprise.  

 

Through the unremitting efforts of LT team, the Supreme Series had been successfully released into the market. 

In effect, it is on schedule that the Supreme Series games would be put on the gaming floor in Casino Kam Pek 

Paradise in September. For people who are interested in the funs and excitements of these Supreme Series games, 

welcome to visit Casino Kam Pek Paradise in September to get the first-hand experience. 

 

--The End-- 
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